Press Release

European Women and Youth Trial
at Grossheubach (Germany)

British Jack Peace on Gas Gas and German
Therese Bäuml on Beta (in the photo with
the chairman of FIM Europe Trial Commission, Anders Minken) clinched the European titles in the Youth class and Women
class in the last round held in the Bavarian
town of Grossheubach, in Germany:
around 80 kilometers from Frankfurt, in a
valley between the Spessart and Odenwald foothills, it is very well known in the
Trial circus for the important events organized in the past.
No doubt for the title in the women class:
Therese Bäuml (in photo2) won even this
fourth and last round and deserved to
climb the highest step of the podium. She
collected 14 points in the first loop, gaining soon a significant advantage on the
couple formed by Norwegian Ingveig Hakonsen (Beta) and German Bianca Huber
(Scorpa), who had scored 22 marks. In the
second part Ingveig rode in superlative
way, scoring only 5 marks. But it was too
late to worry the leader, who with 8 mistakes kept the first position, winning
race and title. It is her second European
title in a row. The Norwegian finished second and overtook in the final standings
Italian Sara Trentini (Beta) today only in
sixth place. Third Bianca Huber.
The fight for assigning the title in the
Youth class was rich of surprises. Before
this last round Jack Peace was leader 15
points clear on Italian Lorenzo Gandola
(Scorpa, photo 3) and both shared the
wins and the second places in the previous
rounds. All odds were in favour of another
intense battle between these two riders
but today French Kieran Touly (Sherco)
played the role of outsider catching the
first place and delivering the title to
Peace. Peace was beaten by Gandola and
reached by him as total number of points,
but thanks to Touly who tore the victory
to the Italian, he could boast one more
victory. Gandola was very unlucky: he
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started this race very strongly scoring only 7
points in the first loop. Touly was behind with 11
errors. In third position Billy Green (Beta) 13
points ahead of Peace (15). At this point the
champion would have been Gandola. But two
events overturned the situation: first, the second
loop-masterpiece of Touly, fully clean, which
meant the first victory for the Frenchman. Gandola scored 8 and slid to the second place, which
was enough to clinch the title if Green had maintained the third place, but Peace, scoring just 6,
overtook him and climbed to third place. Both
Peace and Gandola finished the championship with
355 points, but Peace won twice, Gandola just
one.
In the International Youth class German Nick
Weber (Beta) beated Belgian Alex Crosset (Gas
Gas). Third German Valentin Daum (Scorpa).
Among the International Women, the best was German Carolin Sauerbrei (Sherco) ahead of British Alicia Robinson (Beta) and Alexandra Huber (Beta). There were 29 female riders competing
split in the two classes.
Tomorrow the same venue will host the last round of European Championship and Junior Cup
and Over 40 Cup.
Photos 2 and 3: @Phototrial.it
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attributions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, environment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling

